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	Out of Character: Surprising Truths About the Liar, Cheat, Sinner (and Saint) Lurking in All of Us, 9780307717757 (0307717755), Harmony, 2011

	Have you ever wondered why a trumpeter of family values would suddenly turn around and cheat on his wife? Why jealousy would send an otherwise level-headed person into a violent rage? What could drive a person to blow a family fortune at the blackjack tables?

	 

	Or have you ever pondered what might make Mr. Right leave his beloved at the altar, why hypocrisy seems to be rampant, or even why, every once in awhile, even you are secretly tempted, to lie, cheat, or steal (or, conversely, help someone you never even met)?

	 

	This book answers these questions and more, and in doing so, turns the prevailing wisdom about who we are upside down. Our character, argue psychologists DeSteno and Valdesolo, isn’t a stable set of traits, but rather a shifting state that is subject to the constant push and pull of hidden mechanisms in our mind.  And it's the battle between these dueling psychological forces that determine how we act at any given point in time. 

	 

	Drawing on the surprising results of the clever experiments concocted in their own laboratory, DeSteno and Valdesolo shed new scientific light on so many of the puzzling behaviors that regularly grace the headlines.  For example, you’ll learn:

	

	   • Why Tiger Woods just couldn’t resist the allure of his mistresses even though he had a picture-perfect family at home. And why no one, including those who knew him best, ever saw it coming. 

	

	   • Why even the shrewdest of investors can be tempted to gamble their fortunes away (and why risky financial behavior is driven by the same mechanisms that compel us to root for the underdog in sports). 

	

	   • Why Eliot Spitzer, who made a career of crusading against prostitution, turned out to be one of the most famous johns of all time.  

	

	   • Why Mel Gibson, a noted philanthropist and devout Catholic, has been repeatedly caught spewing racist rants, even though close friends say he doesn’t have a racist bone in his body. 

	

	   • And why any of us is capable of doing the same, whether we believe it or not!


	A surprising look at the hidden forces driving the saint and sinner lurking in us all, Out of Character reveals why human behavior is so much more unpredictable than we ever realized.
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Access 2013 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Get started with the new Access 2013 with this impressive all-in-one reference!


	Microsoft Access allows you to store, organize, view, analyze, and share data; the new release enables you to build even more powerful, custom database solutions that integrate with the web and enterprise data sources. This compilation of nine...


		

Molecular Electronics: Commercial Insights, Chemistry, Devices, Architecture and ProgrammingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	This book presents an in-depth discussion on molecular electronics in an easy-to-understand manner, aiming at chemists, computer scientists, surface scientists, physicists, and applied mathematicians. Lighter overviews are provided for the science-minded layperson and the high tech entrepreneur in this nanoscale science. The author has...


		

Cognitive Radio Communications and Networks: Principles and PracticeAcademic Press, 2009

	This book gives comprehensive and balanced coverage of the principles of cognitive radio communications, cognitive networks, and details of their implementation, including the latest developments in the standards and spectrum policy. Case studies, end-of-chapter questions, and descriptions of various platforms and test beds, together with...





	

Hybrid Cloud Management with Red Hat CloudFormsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build, manage, and control an open hybrid cloud infrastructure using Red Hat CloudForms


	About This Book

	
		Understand the infrastructure management capabilities through monitoring and tracking techniques
	
		Control the hybrid cloud infrastructure using policies and define actions based on...



		

Adobe InDesign CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAdobe Press, 2005
Do you spend too much time doing repetitive production tasks such as placing and  replacing images, correcting errors in text, cutting and pasting, and preparing  files for printing, instead of being creative? Do you use Adobe InDesign CS2 and  have a strong working knowledge of JavaScript? Then you're in luck. Since Adobe  Creative Suite 2 was...

		

Fractures of the Cervical, Thoracic, and Lumbar Spine (Mechanical Engineering Series)Informa Healthcare, 2002
Spinal trauma is a potentially devastating occurrence associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Fortunately, with improved ‘‘in-field’’ management protocols, ‘‘in-hospital’’ resuscitation measures, and further insight into the pathophysiology of spinal cord injury, progress is being made...
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